
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 The 120th US Open Championship from Winged Foot Golf Club is here! This is going to be a classic US 
Open with tough scoring conditions. It will be a test of high skill and mental toughness on what looks to 
be a rare event where the winning score is indeed over par. 
 
World number 1 Dustin Johnson is in career best form with a heap of top players raring to go. All the 
betting money is coming from the top players as people see the cream rising on a long and tight course 
with huge, undulating greens. It will be on early Friday our time so set the alarms for some early starts 
but it will be worth it to watch the best players in the world tackle the worlds hardest conditions. 
 

The west course at Winged Foot is a classical, parkland style course. The greens are large and 
undulating and the fairways are tight. In true US Open conditions the rough has been grown to make 
any errant tee shots heavily penalised. The Green complexes are the star of the show this week, the 
putter better be working as the greens are just so big!  
 
The key to winning this week is keeping the ball in play off the tee and hitting high GIR numbers!  

Jacks Tips 

Xander Shauffele 15-1  ⭐⭐⭐⭐  
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐bobbyfallon24@hotmail.com 

 
I see Xander breaking through for a big victory this week at the US Open. He is streets ahead of the field in 
harder scoring tournaments and/or events with difficult green complexes. 2nd at the masters last year and 3 
top 6 finishes in his appearances at the US Open has him in great shape for this event. Combining stats of 
driving, GIR scrambling and putting has Xander at 59 points with the next best at 108 (Rahm). This shows 
how primed he is to win this event! 
 

Tournament Information – US Open 

Course Information – Winged Foot Golf Club 

Tony Finau 34-1  ⭐⭐⭐bobbyfallon24 

Tony Finau is really one of my men and I’m sticking with him this week for a good shot. His form cannot be 
questions and perhaps the difficult greens could play into his poor putting in regards to needing to be more 
defensive with the putter and just make a stack of pars. Finau has nothing to lose here and I feel he will try 
to be aggressive for round 1 and may just go wire to wire if he fires the first shot! (wire to wire pays 171-1). 
 

Smokey -  Matthew Wolff 51-1 

The tougher it gets, the more Wolff enjoys it. He is a really great grinder in the more difficult events and I 
see his price as way overs for this weeks event. A great each way bet or a top 20 chance at longer odds! 


